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Student Transaction File Verification Utility  

 Occasionally you might run into an issue with a student’s scheduling transactions.  The most 

common scenario for this is when you use a utility to change a student’s schedule.  The major symptom 

of this problem is that a student will appear to be scheduled in a class, but will not show up on the 

Teacher Class Summary Attendance Report.  It is a State requirement that your teachers run and sign 

this report every week, and if they are running the report and reviewing the information, they often will 

catch this problem.  This utility will help you keep the transactions clean.  We recommend running it 

every term (after the majority of schedule changes have occurred).  In between terms, you should rely 

on the teachers to verify the attendance report(s). 

1. Go to Office > Current Scheduling > Student Schedule Generation > Setup > Utilities 

2. Click Student Transaction File Verification 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Click Add 

4. Name the Template 

5. Select Report Only  

6. Select Remove 1st Add    

7. Set the Ranges up as shown 

8. Click Save and Run 
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Student Transaction File Verification Utility (cont.) 

9. The report will show if there are any transaction issues.  If there are, proceed to the next step.  If 

there aren’t any at the moment, no need to go any further. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. If the report looks like the one above, that means you have transactions that need fixing… To fix 

them, go back to the utility and Edit your Template. 

11. This time, just switch the Report Only radio button to Report and Delete/Modify Add 

12. Click Save and Run  

13. When the utility is done, you will see  

a similar report… This time it shows the 

issues and what it fixed. 

14. Repeat this process after any major  

Current Scheduling work has been  

completed…  The beginning of each new 

Term seems to be the best time.   
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